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Azure Windows Virtual Desktop Deployment Services

Key Features

Azure Windows Virtual Desktop Deployment Services
Rapid, hassle-free deployment by the experts, using Infrastructure as Code
When it comes to deploying Windows Virtual
Desktop (WVD), misconfiguration or lack of
knowledge can result in a solution that doesn’t
meet business requirements. Inadequate security,
performance and functionality will disrupt
workforce productivity and send costs spiralling
as you spend more time trying to reconfigure your
solution.
Our deployment service ensures you have a best
practice build of WVD, supported by experts. We’ll get
your WVD solution deployed correctly first time, on
time.
What’s included in our Azure Windows Virtual
Desktop Deployment Service?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initial design and sizing session.
Cost forecast and customer design documentation.
Deployment delivered via tailored Infrastructure as
a Code script.
Auto scale on-demand, based on a lean
infrastructure model.
1:1 training and coaching on desktop image
creation and maintenance.
Configuration of monitoring and cost management
dashboards.
Configuration of supporting services such as
Azure Firewall, VPNs, ExpressRoute and domain
controllers.

Why Azure Windows Virtual Desktop?
Microsoft’s next generation virtual desktop technology
empowers your employees to stay productive,
wherever they’re working from. It offers the great user
experience of desktop virtualisation technology at the
affordable price of traditional remote desktop solutions.

Key benefits
Best practice build
Minimise disruption to your workforce and ensure
that they can start gaining the benefits of WVD as
soon as possible.
Rapid deployment
We deliver your solution via tailored Infrastructure
as a Code script, allowing rapid and low impact
deployment of changes and new host pools.
Tailored solution
Once we understand your requirements, we’ll
design and build your personalised deployment,
which involves creating automated deployment
scripts based on your parameters.
Expertise
Work with our Microsoft Azure accredited
engineers to understand WVD and the options.
We’ll even provide 1:1 training around desktop
image creation and maintenance.
Great user experience
Equip employees with a familiar desktop
environment, so they can work productively
wherever they are, whatever device they are using.
Enhanced security
Deliver a solution that’s secure by design, including
security features such as secure sign-on, MultiFactor Authentication and role-based access
control.
Value for money
Reduce compute costs, using a qualifying
Microsoft 365 or Windows 10 licence to get the
best price.

For more information on our Azure Windows Virtual Desktop Deployment Services or other products and services we offer,
please call our team today on 0115 933 8474 or email us at hello@n4stack.co.uk.
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